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President Carter
to call for draft
WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter will call for
the registration of women for
the military draft. White
House officials said yesterday.
The White House scheduled an announcement for today detailing the president's
plans for the entire draft
registration program.
The president's proposal,
disclosed by officials who
asked not to be identified, is
a sharp break with historical
precedent. It will be the first
time that a president has
suggested registering women
for the draft.
Carter decided to include
women in the program
despite a warning from
House speaker Thomas P.
O'Neil that It would not pass
the Congress.
The president probably
will limit registration to persons 19 and 20, though full
details were not made
available.

Singers offer way
to say 'Be mine'
Students Against Cancer
and the Public Relations
Student Society of America
will be sponsoring "Singing
Valentines" Feb. 14.
Students Against Cancer,
with the help of Sigma Alpha
Iota, an honorary music
society, will sing Valentine
tunes over the phone for 25
cents. Orders will be taken in
dorm lobbies from 4:30-6 p.m.
and at the Student Recreation
Center from 6-8 p.m. on Feb.
11,12 and 13. The money will
go to the American Cancer
Society.
Chris Folzenlogen and Scott
Burks of PRSSA will go
around campus or the
surrounding community
attired in flat hats, bow ties
and vests, each wearing a big
red heart and singing
Valentine songs.
They will sing popular
songs or tunes created by
their customers. The fundraiser costs $2 if the song is
performed in person and SI if
performed over the phone.
Orders will be taken Feb. 1112 in the Union foyer from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.

weather
Partly cloudy. High 25F (4C), low 5FM5C),20 percent
chance of precipitation.

GHews

Bowling 'Green Stole University I

Area stores boycott Iranian, Soviet goods
by Paula Window
managing editor

Items from Iran and Russia
aren't very popular in most parts of
the United States these days, and
Bowling Green is no exception.
Several local merchants have
joined a nationwide boycott and
cleared their shelves of Iranian and
Russian jewelry, vodka and caviar
as a show of protest against the
holding of 50 American hostages in
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Iran,
and the recent Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.

Hossein Vatan moved his Iranian
imported jewelry, silver, copper
and rock gift items from his store,
Vatan's Import & Gifts, 109 N Main
St., to his warehouse last
November when militant Moslems
took the Americn hostages.
And Vatan said the merchandise
will stay In the warehouse until the
hostages are released.
"I'M AN American citizen, and
I'd like to support our people
there," Vatan said, explaining his
move. "They don't like us, so why
should we help them and sell their
stuff?"

Vatan said his boycott is costing
him $20,000-S25,000. But he said he
thinks the sacrifice is worth the
price.
"Sure it's a lot of money," he
said. "But I don't think people even
like to see it (an Iranian item) in
the store."
The recent international crises
have played havoc with some imported stock at Warzy's Deli
Catessen & Wine Shop, 1068 N.
Main St.
RICK WARZY, owner, explained
that he usually stocks fresh Iranian
caviar, supposedly the best grade

available. But when the U.S. Embassy in Tehran was seized, he took
the exclusive Iranian delicacy off
his shelves and put it in the freezer.
To replace toe Iranian brand,
Warzy ordered Russian caviar, the
next best grade available. The shipment from the Soviet Union arrived
just before Christmas.
But on Dec. 27, Soviet troops took
over the Afghanistan capital of
Kabul. The Russian caviar didn't
stay on Warzy's shelves for very
long.
Warzy has $3004500 rf fresh
frozen caviar he said he will not
sell.

"IT'LL
PROBABLY
be
something we'll have to give
away," he said.
A 4-ounce can of Russian caviar
costs $29 and a 7-ounce tin is $49.49.
The Iranian brands are even more
expensive, he added.
Despite the sales he is losing
because of the boycott, Warzy said
he probably would lose more if he
deicded to sell the caviar.
"You'll get trouble from
customers if you put it on the
shelf," he said.
Warzy's caviar-loving customers
continued on page 4

Adjusting
Language is
obstacle for
7 refugees
by Paul O'Donnell
staff reporter

Learning English has proven
to be the major obstacle for the
Tuyen Du family, seven
refugees from Vietnam, in their
adjustment to the United States.
The family of refugees, boat
people, arrived in Bowling
Green in November, 1979 after
leaving Quin Hon, a city of about
200,000, to escape the Communist government.
Tuyen Du, the father of the
family, said through an interpreter that the language has
been the biggest problem his
famiy has encountered in their
four months in Bowling Green.
"I'm learning English and in a
short time I can talk with you,"
Tuyen said.
IN ORDER to learn the
language, the Du family have
been receiving tutoring lessons
twice waekly irom a volunteer
staff assembled by Dr. Thomas
Klein, associate professor of
English at the University.
Klein said the volunteers have
been working with the family
since mid-November, and
"they're doing marvelously
well" at comprehending the
language.
Tuyen said he will not be able
to find a job until he learns the
language, but added that the
University may hire him when
he does learn English.
Aside from the special tutoring sessions, Tuyen also is
receiving language training
from the city's Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Service, a federal government
program.
THE FAMILY'S two oldest
children Dung, 15, and Tho, 14,
have been enrolled at Bowling
Green Junior High School, and
the three youngest children Thrung, 7; Thanh, 10; and Van,
13-attend
Crim
Street
Elementary School.

staff photo by Tim Carrfg
Trung Ou, 7, works with his first-grade classmates at Crim
Street Elementary School making paper magician hats. Trung and
his family, who are Vietnamese refugees have found the language

Tho and Van said they like
school but also find the language
a hindrance.
The girls said they have made
some friends, but added that
those friends cannot understand
them.
However, the family likes
Bowling Green because it is a
small city and the residents
have been helpful to them,
Tuyen said.
TUYEN, QUYEN (his wife),
and the children moved into a
five-room house at 314 Manville
Ave. when they arrived in
Bowling Green, and the rent on
the house is being paid by
parishioners until the family can

barrier to be the biggest difficulty since their move to the United
States last November. The Du family Is being sponsored by St.
Thomas More University Parish and St. Aloysius Catholic Church.

become self-supporting.
Tuyen said the family is
receiving government support
in the form of welfare and food
stamps.
Sister Pat Schnapp, of St.
Thomas More University
parish, said her parish and St.
Aloysius Catholic Church, the
sponsors of the family, made a
commitment to provide the
Du's with financial support to
get them established and until
they could qualify for welfare.
The furniture in the Du's
house also was donated by
parishioners, Schnapp added.

boat to leave the country, and
last spring, along with 20 other
refugees, they left Vietnam in
that boat.
Although Tuyen admitted he
misses Vietnam, he said he is
glad the family made the'
decision to flee the country.
But the family does not know
how long they intend to stay in
Bowling Green, Tuyen said.
He said that if he cannot find a
job after he comprehends the
language, the family may move
to San Francisco, Calif., where
two brothers and one sister of
Tuyen's live.

THE FAMILY saved money
for three years to buy a fishing

IN THE FUTURE, I would
like to open a Vietnamese and

Chinese restaurant," Tuyen
said.
Tuyen, who owned a soy sauce
factory in Quin Hon, said he
wants to start his own
restaurant because he can cook
well.
The family is close, Tuyen
said, and this closeness has
helped them in adjusting to the
United States.
The Du's have been assisted
by Phouc Thi Tran, a freshman
computer science major. Tran
said she has helped out by acting
as translator for the family.
The family feels fortunate to
have been given the opportunity
to start a new life in a new
country, Tuyen, 47, said.

Groups see myths as hindrance to rape reports
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

Only young, provocatively dressed women are raped.
Rapes occur only in dark alleys
or deserted streets.
Most rapists are sexually deprived social deviants, unknown to
their victims.

many others reinforced by television and society, have hindered victims in reporting rape, and
distorted society's view of the'
crime, according to representatives of police departments and
women's groups in the area.
To eliminate these myths about
rape, the representatives emphasize the need to increase socie-

"You have one shot, just take it and run
like hell if it works."
Women who attempt to prosecute
rapists are badgered by male
thauveni.stic prosecutors who force
them to devulge past sexual experiences.
TTIKSF. BELIEFS, in addition to

ty's awareness concerning facts
about the crime, preventive
measures and court procedures.
"You don't have to be young or
pretty, just be in the wrong place at
the wrong time," said Judith Pat-

terson, a representative of Echo
Inc. in Sandusky, Ohio.
"About a month ago I worked
with a 75-year-old woman who was
raped," Gail Taber, a counselor at
Toledo United Against Rape, said.
SHE ADLED, however, that the
highest percentage of women who
reported rape to the organization in
1979 were between the ages of 22
and 26.
Sixteen percent of the victims
were in the 27-35 age group, 16 percent were 13-16, and 14 percent
were 19-21.
Taber said of the rapes reported,
32 occurred in the victim's home
and 16 in a car.
Many rapes at the University of
Toledo take place in a parking
garage, Taber said.

"We (TUAR) have been working
on getting an escort system for that
area," she said.
IN BOWLING GREEN, most incidents take place near the
cemetery or in stairwells in the
women's dorms, Cyd Harmon,
medical records clerk and
counselor at The Link, said.
Harmon said there is an increase
in rapes in the spring, mainly
because "more girls are walking
around because1 of the nice
weather."
Taber also said the number of
rapes go down in the winter, and
summer is the peak month for rape
incidents.
Both Taber and Harmon said
more than 50 percent of victims
know their attackers. Of those who

reported to TUAR, 18 percent knew
the rapists well, and 36 knew them
superficially, Taber said.
THE NUMBER of rapes reported
to police or women's groups are far
less than those that actually occur,
representatives of the groups maintained.

than what were reported," Brimmer said.
William Bess, director of University Campus Safety and Security,
said he is certain that more incidents of rape have occurred at
the University than have been
reported in the last five years.

"You don't have to be young or pretty, just
be in the wrong place at the wrong time/'
Detective Dan Brimmer, on the
sexual assault squad of the Toledo
Police Department, said 234 rapes
were reported to the police last
year.
"I would say that about 500 really
occurred, at least 100 percent more

Statistics reveal that only one
rape was reported in the 1975-76
academic year, two were reported
in 1976-77 and none were reported
since then until an incident occurred on campus Saturday, Bess said.

opinion—
Don't take away
our fun GTE
The news that General Telephone Co. of Ohio will put
$89.9 million into expansion and improvement of its
facilities should come as a big surprise to students and
residents of Bowling Green.
What possible improvements could GTE want to
make? Right now, its service is unmatched, and by
pumping more money into its system, it may be taking
away the whipping post it provides us, it's faithful
customers.
If it becomes more efficient, how will we be able to
complain that quite often you get a dial tone after dialing a number; or, after dialing a number, the connection is never made; or after dialing a number, you get a
wrong numper-a number that does not even resemble
the number you dialed?
Don't do it, GTE. We need the challenges your present service provides. More importantly, we need the
laughs.

Breaking the jinx
The iinx couldn't have gone on forever, and the win
couldn t have come at a better time.
Wednesday's men's basketball victory over Miami,
snapping the Redskins' 10-game winning streak over
BG, was not only sweet revenge for faithful Falcon
fans, but it was also Coach John Weinert's 200th career
victory.
Congratulations to Coach Weinert and the Falcons
for finally beating the Redskins.

Learning by mistakes?
Being a journalist with a minor in
history illuminates a scary,
depressing situation relative to
world problems today.
By studying the past 204 years of
American history, I have become
familiar with seven different wars
that American have fought. In each
instance, phrases such as "this will
be a war to end all wars" and "this
is a fight to stamp out injustice and
affliction and gain true independence and freedom" are
common.
It's sort of funny to read in textbooks about the integrity that each
war is supposedly being fought
over. Ask Americans why they
fought in seven wars and most will
tell you something ideally romantic.

focus
Pat Hyland
YET THE end results are usually
the same. Human beings become
statistics for "the cause", and
nobody really is certain who are the
good guys, the bad guys, right side
or wrong side.
Ironically, as editor of a
newspaper, I see the political turmoil, identical to many of the past
pre-war situations, making the
headlines that keep me in business.
That's sad.
Stories that I have to weigh for
readership or news value strike a
depressing chord in my mind.
Tomorrow's headlines are generally negative, regardless of how hard
newspaper persons try to print
positive or uplifting stories.
Let's face it, the world hasn't
really changed that much in the 204

years of American existence. You
still read about the murders, rapes,
floods, fires, horrors and tragedies
every day in ihe paper while relaxing in your favorite armchair.
SOON WE may be involved in
another worldwide tragedy. I don't
mean to sound pessimistic or unpatriotic, but world peace looks
realistically distant
Yet I can't help but recall the
unbearable sorrow that has been
repeated over and over again in
headlines and textbooks.
The human race stoops to the
lowest and most sorrowful level of
existence during war. Suffering is
rampant. Death bcomes a raging
disease among the soldiers who
fight for survival. Innocent
bystanders are inevitably crushed
and families suffer constant mental
anguish.
If this column sounds like I'm
scared of war-you're right It
scares the hell out of me. Life is
Just too precious to me to be given
up at age 21 on the shores of the
Persian Gulf.
HISTORY professors here at the
University say that by studying the
past man can learn from Ms
mistakes and build a better future
for himself and his children.
But the history books tell a different story. In all the centuries of
existence, man has been physically
beating the brains out of each
other. Yet nothing Is solved. There
is always one more fight to be
fought, one more wrong to be
righted, one more line to be drawn.
It's a depressing thought to be
away from loved ones. It's a scary
thought to be dodging mortar fire
from enemy guerilla troops. If s a
sin that so many human lives
always have to be wasted before an
issue is settled.
Pat Hyland Is editor of the News.
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Eat your heart out Jimmy Carter
Presently, plans are in the making to revive the selective-service
registration system. President
Jimmy Carter has said that this
doesn't mean a draft will necessarily follow, but in a real sense this Is
the first step of a draft process.
Many people have said why
worry about this, if registration is
brought back we have no choice but
to register, but do we really have no
say in this matter? After all, it's
you and I who will be sent overseas
to fight Jimmy Carter won't be
fighting, nor will any U.S. congressmen or public officials. They
will only be using us in a dangerous
pawn game that may eventually
cause the destruction of the world.
Is this fact worth going to
Afghanistan, a country we know little about and about whose people
we know even less? Our government would have us believe so. Our
"national security" is threatened
as Mr. Carter would tell it. Wasn't

our "national security" also
threatened in Vietnam? That is
what our government officials told
us. We were going to make South
Vietnam free. We were going to
fight for the freedom of all South
Vietnamese people. Our hearts
were bent on this, or so we were
told.

focus
Mark Ffcjley

BUT, TODAY we are still paying
for that war. The families of 55,000
dead Americans look back on Vietnam and wonder what we gained
from it all. Many of the men who
made it back to this nation are now
disabled, suffering physical and
mental anguish, unable to unders-

tand a bureaucracy that treats
them more like a piece of meat
than human beings who sacrificed
themselves for a cause they didn't
even understand in the first place.
But again our government told us it
was the thing to do. All this didn't
happen so long ago. In fact it ended
in humiliation for us in 1975.
What's to keep all this from being
repeated, perhaps on a more
massive scale, if we enter into an
armed conflict in Afghanistan? The
Afghan cause is supposedly right
now, but Vietnam was right too.
What if we find out it isn't right
after all at a later period in time?
Will those men, and perhaps
women, who have died up to that
time have anything to show for it?
What will they have given their
lives for?
The time of "our government
right or wrong", is over. People
died not so long ago standing up for
this fact and still many others live

for it today. We should keep this
flame burning. If we feel our
government is wrong, we should
visibly show these feelings if
necessary. This is really the test of
a true American patriot to stand
up for his government when it is
right and Just and to oppose it
when it is not.
To sum up my feelings, war isn't
glamorous, death and destruction
aren't glorious, regardless of how
our media shows John Wayne war
movies.
IN ALL sincerity, I'm tired of my
government officials dreaming up
wars for young men to die in, like
myself. Any leader who talks about
sending troops across the globe to
fight a stupid war that does nothing
to enhance our security should lead
the charge himself. Eat your heart
out Jimmy Carter.
Mark Figley, 2*4 Sigma Nu, Is a
student at the University.

letters.
Ticket allotment
a raw deal

Nothing can be done about it this
year. But the MAC officials should
closely look at the situation during
the off season.
DaaRies
429 BromHeld

correct. But, then it must be admitted that most men do not wish
to go to war either. We are not only
talking about "playing soldier" as
it was referred to in the article.
War is a little more serious than
"playing."
The article Insinuated, In my
estimation, that women have
small, feeble minds, souls and
bodies. True, many are not as
muscular as Hulks, but then many
men aren't either. Women's minds
and souls are as able as the next
human, and that has to be a large
part of "playing soldier." If women
can't admit that they are capable
of defending their country, or if
men can't admit it, then both are

Let's wake up the Mid American
Conference officials. Something
must be done about the number of
tickets sent to the visiting schools Draft editorial
of all MAC games. Let me go into a
little more detail.
On Jan. 19,5,132 (number of seats a generalization
in Anderson Arena) people saw
Bowling Green defeat Toledo,
I would like to comment on the
74-71. In the crowd were 384 Toledo article in The BG News on Jan. 30th
fans. There may lave been more, entitled "Drafting Women: A Time
but 384 is the number of tickets they for Equality."
were allotted for the game. It
The generalization stating "most
comes down to 7.5 percent of the women" do not want to go to war is
capacity crowd.
Since we sent Toledo only 384 OOONESBURY
tickets to a sure sellout, they decided to do the same for the Feb. 23rd
men, numx, i THINK THEFE
OKAi.ONCFm.ttgsm.
Ate VOMANY OF THEM, ALSO,
game. Come February 23rd, the
'mtreowse/tMiiY
I THINK THEYOFTEN BECOME
number of Bowling Green fans that
7MWC ABOUT POUsr
SBLF-FUUVUM FKJFHEOES.
will be in Centennial Hall (10,000) is
rune oummpurm,
384, which is 3.8 percent of the total
NFWENOO 0/THEM.
capacity.
Why doesn't the MAC have an
agreed upon percentage of tickets
to be sent to the visiting school? If
the visiting school thinks that they
cannot sell that many tickets, then
they could ask for a lesser amount

respond,
If you would like to comment on
something in The Newa or anything of
student Interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and telephone
number for verification
The New* reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor. The BG News, 106
University Hall.

•TOaSNAL THE SOVE1S

Housaneiytmnaw
WOK MHSBN. MESHOUU):
1. CUT OFF ALL Ott EXFOVS,

2. KKorrve outvies;
■

\ OTHER.'

THSAES ONLY ONE AMY WON
eETTKAnwriONOFTIt
WSS4ANS. MW-CHIISE HIS-

SUES! mcmmiuMi THE
.HELL OUT CFWEmOE
OLYMPIC YUA6E!

cheating themselves of a very
valuable and constructive lesson.
I totally agree with the last
statement of the article which
stated "It's only fair and logical
that women share the good and bad
responsibilities of living in that
advanced society," but since
women are so close to the draft,
can it also be assumed the Equal
Rights Amendment will be passed
and that the "advanced society"
will agree to the good responsibilities of living, like promoting
political, economic, and social
equality of the sexes?
Leann M. Miller
417 Harmon
by Garry Trudeau
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briefs
SPJ to distribute raffle tickets

OU group to present play

The Society of Professional Journalists will meet
at 8:30 p.m. Monday in 404 Moseley Hall. Winter
Raffle tickets will be distributed, and Journalism
Week and a joint meeting with the University of
Toledo and northwest Ohio chapters will be discussed. The meeting is free and public.

"Waiting for Godot," Samuel Beckett's classic
play about man's capacity to control his world, will
be presented by Stage Three, the Ohio University
school of Theater touring company, at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Bryan Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. The
acting group is comprised of third-year graduate
students enrolled in professional training programs. General admission tickets are $1 for adults
and SO cents for students and will go on sale at the
door at 7 p.m. The event is sponsored by the University Cultural Events Committee and theater department.

GSS to discuss food co-ops
The Graduate Student Senate will meet at 4:30
p.m. today in the McFall Center Assembly Room.
Food co-ops will be discussed. The meeting is free
and public.

Green Sheet correction
Because of communication problem, the Union
Activities Organization campus movie for this
weekend was listed incorrectly in this week's Green
Sheet. "Rocky II" will be the featured film, showing
at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in the
Main Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets are $1
with a student ID.
A concert by Gary Karr, and the University Symphony Orchestra presented at 3 p.m. Sunday in
Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center. The performance, which will be conducted by Emil Raab, will
include selections by Dragonetti, Bruch, Franck
and Berlioz. Karr is an artist-in-residence at Hartt
College of Music in West Hartford, Conn., and has
performed throughout the world. Admission to the
concert is $2 for adults and $1 for students. Advance
tickets are available from symphony Orchestra
members or at the Musical Arts Center box office,
which is open from noon to 1 p.m. and 4:304:30 p.m
.today, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow and 2-4 p.m. Sunday.

On Monday representatives from Federated
Department stores will speak at 9 a.m. from
Management Horizons at 10:30 a.m., from May Co.
and O'Neils department stores at 1 p.m. and from
MacDonalds Inc. at 2:30 p.m. The sessions are free
and public.

Career Week to be held
The University Marketing Club will sponsor
Career Awareness Week Monday through Thursday, with seminars on various topics presented dally in suites on the third floor, Union. Monday is
Retailing Day, Tuesday is Advertising Day.
Wednesday is Sales Management Day and Thursday is Marketing Research Day. Representatives
from local firms will be present at each seminar.

Michigan students plan recital
A performance of organ music by University of
Michigan School of Music doctoral students will be
presented at 8 p.m. today in the Organ Seminar
Room, Musical Arts Center. The program, which is
free and public, will feature Johann Sebastian
Bach's "Clavierubung, Part in."

Artists to exhibit paintings
The opening of an exhibit of paintings by Enrico
Embroil and Robert Arnold will begin with a reception from 2-5 p.m. Sunday In the Fine Arts Gallery
of the School of Art. The event is free and public.
Both artists' works have been shown in galleries
throughout the United States. Their newest exhibit
will continue through March 2. Gallery hours are
from 8:30 a.m. to S p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday.

Career choices workshop set
"Career Options for Educators," an all-day
workshop for teachers who want to re-examine their
career choices, will begin 9 a.m. tomorrow in the
Town Room, Union. The workshop, sponsored by
the University Center for Continued Learning, will
include discussions about personal assessment, hidden job markets and interviewing techniques. Fee
for the workshop is $25, which covers lunch and all
materials. For information or to register call the
center at 372-0363.

Rec center to mark birthday
The Student Recreation Center is celebrating its
first anniversary with a birthday party from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. tomorrow. Activities include handball,
racquetball, table tennis and foosball tournaments,
plus short-person dunk, blindfolded free throw and
basketball speed shooting contests. Balloons and a
share of a giant birthday cake will be given out at
noon at the main entrance and live music will be
featured beginning at 1 p.m. in the Activities
Center. All events are free. For information call the
rec center at 372-2711.

Talk show host Phil Donahue
tunes in to women's issues
Phil Donahue, at a press conference in Toledo yesterday, said
he believes women should be required to register for the U.S.
military draft.
"I do think though that the image
of women with bayonetes is a little
bit hysterical," he said.
The nationally syndicated talk
show host said most of his program's staff are women.
"Most of the creative decisions
are made by women because they
are the ones who understand the
viewers' feelings," he said.

creasingly aware of the issues raised by feminists. His interest in
feminism became very personal
when divorce made him a single
parent.
The Cleveland native said he
does some research before each
show but finds it impossible to read
every book written by the
multitude of authors who appear on
the Donahue show.
"The show isn't a place to gather
with people I like. It's not important that I win an argument on the
show either. All that matters is that
our conversation be interesting to
the audience," he said.

DONAHUE, A member of the
National Organization for Women,
said his show is aimed specifically
at "today's housewife, who Is a
bright, alert individual who doesn't
want to be treated like a mental
midget."
Through his experience as a
newsman, Donahue has become in-

DONAHUE SAID he does not
want his children to smoke marijuana or drink beer. But he admits
to smoking pot once.
"I tried it once and I sat there
waiting for something to happen,
but I never felt anything. I guess I
was paranoid that the police would
come busting through the door and

by Daapina Kartson

rape

then a National Enquirer reporter
would follow him and print a
headline like 'Donahue smokes
pot,'" he said.
He added that adults should not
condemn their children for smoking pot while they themselves are
sipping a martini.
Concerning the recent FBI investigation, Abscan, of alleged 11leg„l dealings of several congressmen, Donahue said be
believes in investigative reporting
and the probes by the FBI but admits he is confused.
"IT JUST looks like we'll have to
have an investigation of the investigation," he said.
Donahue said Abscan will make
future investigations more difficult
to conduct. He believes this will
lead to more governmental corruption.
Donahue's speech was sponsored
by the Junior League's Lecture
Series.

from pig* 1

VICTIMS DO NOT report rape
because they are afraid, they start
blaming themselves, and they feel
persecuted and overwhelmed,"
Harmon said.
Taber stressed the importance of
reporting a rape even if the victim
does not press charges.
By providing an adequate
description of the attacker, the victim "might have a missing link to
put together a case" the police
have been working on, she said.
Taber said when victims contact
TUAR counselors, the emphasis is
on letting them release feelings of
anger or hostility.
SHE SAID IF the victim wants to
go to a hospital, a counselor escorts
her, and usually a counselor supports a victim through the entire
court process, if she wishes to prosecute.
"We tell victims that it's no piece
of cake to go through court proceedings," Taber said. "You really
have to have strong evidence," she
added.
Taber said she once dealt with a
cerebral palsy victim who was
raped 15 times in three months.

The fear
of cancer is
often fatal

"She was legally retarded and
couldn't remember dates and
times so the jury did not have adequate evidence to find her attacker
guilty," she said.
BRIMMER SAID that according
to Ohio law, a victim cannot be
questioned about past sexual experiences during a rape trial.
He said state laws differ,
however.
"Ohio's is a good law," Brimmer
said. "I know in California they
really delve into the background of
the victim.
If, however, the victim was involved in prostitution before the incident or was the wife of the rapist,
her past can be brought up at the
trial, he said.
BRIMMER SAID Toledo Police
solves 80 percent of their rape
cases: "The highest percentage
rate of any city in the United
States."
But that is after the crime has
been committed. The most important thing is to prevent the rape.
Bess stressed that "lightly
traveled, poorly lighted areas"

should be avoided.
"If you are going out alone, make
sure someone knows where you're
going, how long you'll be gone and
when you're coining back," he
said.
BESS ADDED that if the weather
is nice, riding a bike is safer than
walking.
In the event of an attack, Bess
said, screaming "fire" may be
helpful.
"Help means someone else is in
trouble, while fire means I might
be in trouble, too," Bess said
Harmon said screaming may
make the attacker angrier. She
stressed clawing or using a sharp
object on the assailant.
She said not only does clawing
distract the attacker, it may provide a blood or flesh sample that
could be used later for evidence.
Harmon also said she had one
case in which the victim had talked
her way out of a rape situation.
She added that in any situation,
however, there is only one chance.
"You have one shot, Just take it
and run like hell if it works," she
said.
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Come To The "

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Meeting Sun. Feb. 10
6-7:30 p.m. Commuter Center

(r %

Dixie Electric Co

Informational Session On The
State Basketball Tournament
for the Mentally Retarded
6-6:30 p.m.
Also: Dvora Krueger Will Speak on
Art Therapy Everyone Welcome!

| NOW HAS LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY!!
ALONG WITH EXCELLENT
FOOD AND DRINK

this weekend features
THE

Questions - Contact Barb Whitford 372-5331
"N

ALL WINTER GRADUATES or
Students Leaving B.G.S.U. After
Winter Quarter
If you have a National Defense-Direct Student Loan,
Nursing or Student Development Loan, please contact

PARKER-COOK
CROUP
COME PLUG YOURSELF IN

the Student Loan Collection Office now for an appointment
for an Exit Interview.

Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, because 10's know they
deserve the best.
The FTO Valentine Bud
Vase is usually available lor
"ess than $10 00 As an independent businessman,
each FT!) Florist sets his
own prices Service charges
and delivery may be
additional Most FTD
Florists accept Amencin
Eipiess and other nu|o<
credit cards I960 Florists
Transworld Delivery We
send Mowers worldwide

STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE
407 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
TELEPHONE: 372-0112

Helping you
say it right.
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boycott.

Consumer corner
Student Consumer Union grocery price survey
Product
\
85

-Cake mix (white). Duncan Hines
-Chicken, fryer parts per pound

.79

-Coke. 84-liter bottles

MI

2.09

-Dish soap,~Dawn 32 oz.

1.59

1.59

1.79

.20

-Eggs, grade A large 1 doz.

M

.75

.17

.21

-Foil, Reynolds 37H sq. ft.

.95

.79

.20

-Frozen french fries, Ore-Ida 2 lb.

1.09

1.09

.20

-Laundry detergent, Tide 49 oz.

2.14

2.14

1.N

.75

-Lettuce, small head

.09

.59

.61

.20

-Sugar 5 lbs.

1.37

1.27

1.09

.28

1.29

1.29

SEE
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now can select only a Californiaraised variety In his store.
WARZY SAID he doesn't see his
move as a particularly nationalistic one.
"It's not so much patriotic," he
explained. "It's Just righteous."
However, Warzy added he still
has a few boxes of Russian tea on
his shelves.
Russian vodka also has been a
victim of recent Anti-Soviet feelings in Bowling Green.
ROGER DRUMMER, clerk at
the Ohio State Liquor Store, 1050 N.
Main St., said lately he has sold few
bottles of Stolichnaya vodka from
the U.S.S.R. the only Russian
brand imported by state stores in
Ohio.
But Drummer questioned if the
slow sales were because of antiSoviet sentiments or tight budgets.
Stolichnaya is the most expensive brand of vodka sold in the
store, retailing for about $10.10 a
fifth. Most vodkas cost about S5 a
fifth.
Drummer said the store
manager has made no mention of a

boycott of the Russian brand. That
decision would have to be made by
the Ohio State Liquor Control
Board. But such a move seems
unlikely.
SUE HOFFMAN, public inforimation officer for the board, said
there are no plans in Columbus to
boycott Russian liquor.
"We're not going to dictate to our
customers what they should do so
we're not going to boycott it," she
said. "Ana I have not heard any
complaints (from store managers
or customers).
"Of course, it's OK with us if they
(customers) want to show their
concern by boycotting it," she added.
Most bars in Bowling Green don't
stock Russian liquors, except Sam
B's Sub Shop and Tavern, 107 State
St. But that bar has stopped selling
Stolichnaya, although not because
of the recent Afghanistan crisis.
According to Therese Johnson,
who orders bar's liquor, Sam B's
boycotted the Russian brand last
summer as a protest against the
Soviet killing of near-extinct types
of whales.

NEED HELP?
244-3728
Call the Community
Chest Information &
Referral Center at

the stores. The prices are effective through Monday. Complete survey
results are available weekly through winter quarter at the SCU office,
405 Student Services Bldg.

Above Is a grocery price survey conducted by the Student Consumer
Unira of It selected items in five supermarkets in Bowling Green. This
survey compared the prices as of Feb. 5 of about 29 Identical items in

from page 1
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The children
of Cambodia
are dying...

THE UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

call toll free.

EDITOR, BG NEWS
BUSINESS MANAGER, BG NEWS
EDITOR, THE KEY

Savethe
Children

Terms to extend from Spring 1980 to Spring 1981

8002435075

• BG News position applications available in BG
news office (106 University Hall)
• Key position applications available in the
Key office or Journalism school office

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEB. 22, 1980 - HURRY!
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PIZZA
MONDAY

J

(PAGUAI'S EAST ONLY)
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A

Monday, 5 to 8 at Pagliai's East, get a
pizza free when you purchase another
large pizza of equal or greater value.
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick-up or eat-in only.)

f

DeagiYourOrvn,
Or Use Our Art To
Create A Gift For
Your Sweetheart!
• WELL ALSO PRINT ON
YOUR "PERSONAL"ITEMS!!

faglffoi's

IT

D.J. SHOPS, UNG
115 W. Merry Bowling Green

«Mi.aJPUIi,Nrran

«•!& MI IM

STAMVM

352-9157 Dorothy Joyce, Owner

NEED HELP?

Cinema I*?

(A

A Personalized T-Shirt
For Valentines Dey

Call the Community
Chest Information &
Referral Center at
244:3726

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM'S]
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Cinema 1*2

STARTS TONIGHT!

THE HUMAN ADVENTURE IS HERE I!
-MMrar MGHTIT »T ; M « >40>M1WDH SI««I«« a ? 00 7 30 1-40 ,m

specially arranged
"LOVE BASKET"
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE!!
BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:45 p.m.SHOWTIME 12 MIDNITE

f
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ROBERT
REDFORD
JANE
FONDA

THOSE
TEENAGE
TWINS

Your choice of miniature I
rose bush and violets,

3RD BIG WEEK!

only $8.50
• Carnations, roses, sweetheart
roses by the dozens
• Floral arrangements
made to order
* Large selection of
foliage plants
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Order now to insure delivery for Feb. 14

PUASUM®
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AOU.IS

ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN
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KLOTZ FLOWER FARM

353-838/

906 Napoleon Rd. (at the end of S. College)
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Mini-health fair provides information about cancer
by Kathryn Coil

By the end of this year, 405,000
persons will have died of cancer in
the United States. In the Ohio
alone. 14,475 persons will have died.
In an attempt to arrest this rising
death rate, the American Cancer
Society was founded in 1913. Todav

fair for University students was entitled "Cancer Concerns Us All."
The fair was divided up into
seven stations that stressed ways of
helping the morale of cancer patients and their relatives, ways to
detect cancer and opportunities for
students to become involved now
and after they graduate, Beryl M.

"If a loved-one has cancer, just let them
know you care, and encourage them to do different things that they have never done
before."
the Public Education Committee of
the Wood County Unit of the
American Cancer Society is attempting to educate the community, the schools and the University
about cancer, its causes, consequences, research and treatment.
Yesterday
was
Cancer
Awareness Day, sponsored by the
Wood County unit. The mini-health

Parrish, chairman of the Public
Education Committee of the Wood
County unit said.
FORMER CANCER victim Ruth
Kemner is a volunteer for "Reach
for Recovery." She instructed
students in detection of breast
cancer and what to do if they or one
of their "loved ones" has it.

| Pi Kappa Alpha Proudly |
Announces its Winter
PLEDGE CLASS
Chip Beuter
Tony Corsiglia
Vince Gaghione
Chris Green
Randy Laverty
Steve Lynch
Greg Meineke
Keith McCann
Jamey Murphy
Tim O'Rourke
Mark Pompeii
Donny Popp
Rob Raider
Dave Stacey

"If a loved one has cancer, Just
let them know you care, and encourage them to do different things
that they have never done before,"
she said.
Kemner suggested that all
women have a monthly breast examination, read up on cancer and
follow a proper diet with no Junk
foods.
"If you find a lump, it doesn't
mean that it is benign. Go to your
doctor immediately," she said.
"WHAT IS being Accomplished
in Cancer Research," was the topic
addressed by Dr. Garrett
Heberlein, chairman of biological
sciences, and Dr. Art Brecher, professor of chemistry.
Heberlein said, "The main problem in dealing with cancer is we
might be dealing with the
equivalent of 40 different diseases.
It will be a long time before we
have 'the cure'. But researchers
can say that a lot of progress is be-

ing made.
There are five catagoriea of DNA
viruses that result in cancerous
tumors, he said, and treatment of
those viruses often effects the
DNA.
"We are trying to kill the tumor
before we kill the human being.
This is not a very comfortable feeling for the vicbn," Heiberleln said.
THE RESEARCHERS hope to
develop drugs that will only attack
the DNA in tumor cells arid not in
normal cells, he added.
Janet Lewis, coordinator of
Nutrition, Education and Training,
said that concerning cancer and
diet "There is no clear evidence
that diet either causes or prevents
cancer at this time."
However, the genetic makeup of
some foods is toxic to the body if
taken in great quantities, she said,
adding that lima beans and lettuce
contain cyanide a potentially toxic
substance.

Lewis recommends that people
choose a variety of foods and a
moderate diet.
IF A PERSON smokes 10 cigarettes, the accumulation of tar in their
lungs would fill a baby food jar,
Paul Titanic, volunteer at the
"Dangers of Smoking Station, said
Lung cancer is the leadine cause

"I WANT to whip this thing that
took the life of someone I loved," he
emphasized.
Parsons organizes special events
using volunteers. These two events
are the primary money raiser* for
the cancer society.
Volunteers raise money through
golf tournaments, arts and crafts

"The main problem in dealing with cancer
is we might be dealing with the equivalent of
40 different diseases. It will be a long time
before we have 'the cure.'"
of cancer-related deaths. In 1980,
5,200 persons will die of lung
cancer.
Also effected by these deaths are
the relatives.
Dr. Terry Parsons, assistant to
the dean of education and coordinator for special events with the
volunteers, lost his mother when he
was 17 years old.

auctions and daffodil sales. The
work is totally done by the community, Parsons said.
"Many of us in Wood County are
so committed because we have lost
a loved one or have had cancer
ourselves," he said.
Along with fund-raising, the
volunteers work in the offices and
help out in cancer education.

2 Alpha Sigma Phi
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UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
PITTSBURGH, the third-largest
corporate headquarters in the nation,
is a dynamic environment for graduate
study in business.
Our time-frame is dynamic too — an
accelerated. 11-month MBA.

MEANS BU
For more information, write or call
Director of Admissions, GSB
University of Pittsburgh
1401 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
(412) 624-6400

THE WELL" IS OPEN!
NOW. WHY NOT JOIN OUR
STAFF & BECOME
A Pffl? ADVISOR?
YOU CAN DO SO BY TAKING:

Peer counselingThe well"
HCS440

4 credits
Time: 6:00-10:00 p.m!
Wednesday
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proudly welcomes their
new Lil Sis Actives
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Linda Caduto
Ruth Slosser
<
Karen Damman Becci Rocco
Lanna Fintcl
Barb Massey
Isha Jardine Tracy Schnapp
o
E Deb Kajfez
Mary Ogrocki
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Ronda Clady Donna Zmrazek
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CAMPUS FILMS
Presents

Friday & Saturday Feb. 8 & 9
Midnight Main Auditorium
$1.00w/I.D.
Rated X
PROOF OF AGE 18 REQUIRED
This Film Is NOT In 3-D

^GLAMOUR

focus

THE EDITORS OF GLAMOUR JOIN US
TO SHOW YOU HOW TO GET IN
FOCUS FOR 1980.
From New York, Glamour Magazine
sends their best, Fashion and
Merchandising Editors Diane Wichard
and Rhonda Cole to present exciting
fashion events February 12-14.

Oiane Wichard

AN EVENING FASHION SHOW.
Wednesday February 13, at 7:30 p.m. in
the store. Pace setting fashions for all
occasions that will bring you up to date
on all that's new and soon to be. Tickets
can be purchased in the Miss J Shop
for 2.50.

. ROBERT CHARTOFFIRWIN WINKLER _«_._
SYIVESTER SlALLOliE
"ROCKY
H" 1ALIA SHIRE BURT YOUNG CARLWEATHERS
»"o
Musics*
oinecTonoFPHOTOGBAPw pnoooceoar
BURGESS MEREDITH BILL CONTI BlllBlfl.se IRWIN WINKLER A.o ROBERT CHARTOFF
|PC|mBW
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»S MIM-F '
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY, FEB. 8 & 9 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
MAIN AUDITORIUM $1.00 with ID.
NO PASSES ACCEPTED

FASHION SHOWETTES will be held
each day at 12:30 p.m. in the Sportswear
Department. Learn how to accessorize a
basic wardrobe, building everywhereanytime looks.
Meet the editors, see our shows, and
learn how to dress for Spring 1980 and
beyond. Call us today for reservations
and more information 474-5411 ext. 207.

Jacobson's
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Before you register, contact
Dr. Steven Felnberg 2-2081
Ms. Joni Reed 2-2271
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elsewhere,
Bani Sadr blasts militants; hostage release hinted
■y Th« Associated Press

With tough talk and stern action,
President Abolhassan Bani Sadr
hammered away yesterday at the
U.S. Embassy militants' remaining
power and prestige among the Iranian people, as reports persisted
that the American hostages might
be freed soon.
For the second straight day, the
new Iranian president blasted the
young Moslem radicals publicly.

calling them "rebels against the
government." And the Revolutionary Council, led by Bani Sadr,
took action against them, restricting their access to national radio
and television.
It appeared Bani Sadr was trying
to undercut the militants' status as
revolutionary heroes in preparation for a resolution of the hostage
crisis being worked out behind the
scenes.
A Kuwait newspaper, the weekly

Al Khadaf, reported from Tehran
that the release of the approximately SO American hostages at
the embassy was "imminent" The
paper, which did not identify the
source of its information, said the
number of militants at the embassy
had been reduced from 400 to SO.
IT SAID U.N. Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim was trying to persuade Bani Sadr to "pressure the
students to leave the embassy and

$6.65 could have made
Pinto much safer-Copp
WTNAMAC, Ind. (AP) - Ford Motor Co.'s Pinto subcompact could have
been modified for $6.65 a car to withstand rear-end collisions at 30 mph
without fire risk, a former Ford executive testified yesterday in the
automaker's reckless homicide trial.
Instead, top company officials decided against correcting defects in
Pinto fuel tanks to save money, said Harley Copp, an engineer who was a
Ford vice president for European operations and later was in charge of
crash tests at Ford's Dearborn, Mich., headquarters.
Ford is charged with reckless homicide in the August 1978 deaths of
three young women in a 1973 Pinto sedan that exploded when hit from
behind by a van near Goshen, Ind.
The state contends that Ford knew Pinto fuel tanks were likely to explode in rear-end collisions but sold the cars anyway without making
repairs or warning the public.
The trial ended its fifth week yesterday, and chief prosecutor Michael
A. Cosentino said he expected-to wrap up his case next week.

THE MADHATTER MARDI GRAB IS COMING!

imminent release of the hostages."
Carter said the U.S. government
was still uncertain about Iran's
terms for releasing the hostages,
who spent their 96th day in captivity yesterday.

of the hostages.
But U.N. officials say the timing
of the release - whether it will be
as the commission begins its work
or after it is completed - remains
unsettled.
Adding to the confusion, some
Iranian officials still say they
believe the hostages cannot be
freed until the ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi is returned to
Iran to stand trial, which has been
the militants' constant demand.

WALDHEIM HAS been trying to
work out an arrangement whereby
an international commission would
be established to investigate the
alleged crimes of the deposed
shah's regime, in return for release

KSU students burn mock draft cards
KENT, (AP) - Eight mock draft
cards and an American flag were
burned yesterday at an anti-draft
rally on the Kent State University
campus.
About SO demonstrators burned
mock draft cards in front of the
Kiva Student Center.
The flag-burning was conducted
separately by a non-student from
Cleveland who said he was a
member of the Revolutionary
Communist Party. The incident
produced a shouting match with a
television news cameraman from

IS LOOKING FOR
CARD DEALERS FOR
MARDIGRAS CASINO.
ANYCNE INTERESTED CAN
CALL THE MARDIGRAS
HOTLINE. 372-2638

have them replaced by regular Iranian troops."
U.S. officials were cautious in
commenting on the Kuwaiti report.
Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher said on NBC-TV's
"Today" show the situation was
"somewhat
promising."
Spokesman George Sherman said
the State Department had no
evidence to confirm the report And
Hodding Carter, chief department
spokesman, said, "I do not see any

Akron who was angered by the
flag-burning.
EARLIER, a crowd of about 350
persons cheered anti-draft
speakers in Kiva Auditorium but
booed radical elements urging
overthrow of the government
Patrick O'Malley, a member of
the KSU Student Caucus, said he
was among student leaders from
across the country who have been
invited to discuss the draft with
President Carter.

"We have free choice to speak
out against the draft," O'Malley
said. He told the group the KSU
Student Caucus has gone on
record against the draft
Support for the draft was voiced
by Douglas Filing, 27, a graduate
student who said he was a
Vietnam-era veteran.
"I'M FOR peace, but I want to
be prepared," Filing said. "I have
two chldren, and I want them to
have the kind of things I have."
But Josh O'Neill, 20, a junior

Keep tuned to 680 AM and
when our spotter goes by
you could win T-shirts,
ALBUMS, Mugs, Valuable
Coupons and More!
STAYED TUNED AND WIN!
WFAL - THE AM THAT ISN'T I

from Boston, said he had spend
"$8,000 and three years getting an
education, and I didn't do it to go
off and fight a war. I say, President Carter, you can take your oil
and your draft and shove it"
The demonstration was sponsored by a group which calls itself
CARD for Committee Against
Registration and the Draft.
Under the word "status" on the
card, the mock "Selective Service" cards said: "You are
hereby striped of all civil rights."
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Place an ad for
SOMEONE SPECIAL
on the "BG News
Valentine Page"!

Hurry! Deadline Is Feb. 11th,
4:00 p.m.
ONLY $3.00!
/ersitv Hall
Come to 106 University

Winthrop Terrace
North & South
Renting for Summer and Fall

Be Sure and Reserve
Yours Before it is too Late!
Most Utilities are Paid.
2 Swimming Pools
3 Laundramats.
On Premise Management.
One & two bedroom-Furnished
and Unfurnished.
Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Hours 9 to 5 - Evenings by
Appointment. Phone 352-9135
Open Sat. Feb. 9th 10:00 to 3:00
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Riverfront Coliseum to finally answer questions
CINCINNATI (AP) - Riverfront
Coliseum Inc. agreed yesterday,
after a meeting with Vice Mayor
David Mann, to answer most of the
city's questions about the Dec. 3
tragedy in which 11 died in a crowd
crush.

safety committee to issue subponenas for its probe of the deaths
at "The Who" concert
"The Coliseum is going to answer
the questions in a couple of weeks.
Stein said he wanted more time on
a couple of questions to gather in-

The Coliseum's attorney Jacob
Stein met Mann yesterday morning. City Council on Wednesday
passed an ordinance making contempt of council a criminal offense.
City Council, however, shelved
plans to allow for Mann's law and

OEA director looks to cut costs
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The interim director of the
Ohio Education Association admits the OEA is
operating in the red, but says that reports of the
organization going bankrupt are "way overblown."
However, Raymond L. Rnadels said the OEA executive committee is concerned enough about the
organization's financial outlook to want to reduce the
operating costs of the 80,000-member organization.
In September, Randels assumed the duties of former
OEA executive secretary E. Wade Underwood.
Randels said the OEA's shaky financial condition
isn't new.
"There's nothing new now, except that if anything
the whole matter has improved," he said. "We've paid
off a lot of debts."

He said the organization has about a U million debt
"THE OEA for a number of years has been spending
more money than it has been taking in. The executive
committee determined that the organization should
live within its means," be said of plans to rilrnlnate a
possible $207,000 deficit in the OEA's I960 budget.
Pressure for OEA officials to take firm financial action is building.
John Grossman, president of the 4,000-member Columbus Education Association, said he has launched a
petition drive to dismantle the state organization.
"It's not doing anything for us. It's gobbling up
money and is not staying afloat," he said.
Under Grossman's plan, the OEA central office staff
of about 200 would be absorbed by local offices. The
lobbying staff and publications staff would remain in
Columbus.
RANDELS SAID an increase in the organization's
$100 dues is likely since expenses are increasing at 13
percent annually, while a scale pegged to teacher
raises is increasing dues at about 8 percent annually.

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

within two weeks, or to be pilloried
in the press for refusing to do so."

your answer."

MANN SAID, however, that
some of his 49 questions may pose
legal problems for the coliseum.
"We agreed to discuss those. We
want the facts. We don't want them
having to say whether it was their
fault or not," Mann said.

MANN'S committee had sought
subpoena power from Council.
However, Coucil sent the measure
back to committee.
The promoters, Electric Factory
Concerts, Inc., and the Cincinnati
Private Police Association, security, have laready agreed to answer
the questions.
Mann said the law and safety
committee is seeking to "make
sure we have done everything we
should legislatively, and two, allow
the facts to become known to me
public.
"We told him (Stein) to give us
the information you have. If you
have problems with a particualr

MANN, however, admitted that he
was not certain the answers to the
questions would end the probe.
"I can't imagine that the questions won't l«»d to other question,"
Mann said.
City Manager Sylvester Murray's task force is also investigating the tragedy. However,
the task force is mainly reviewing
city policy and is to make recommendations on crowd control.
Following the tragedy, the city
banned general admission seating
for large events and gave police full
authority over crowd control on all
events, including those on private
property like the Coliseum.

Stein, whose client has already
been named in eight lawsuits growing out of the tragedy, complained
to City Council in a letter that some
questions would be a problem to
answer.
Stein charged that "the alternatives given us are either to promise in good faith to provide
answers to all of these questions

classified,
LOST a FPU wo
Losl gold chain necklace In r«cquetbaii court Sat. night at Rec
canter. Santtmantal value.
Reward ottered. Call 373-54*4.
Lost women's glasses last Fall
qtr. Plastic Iramee with wire
arm pieces. Call Lisa 1-5171.
_
Seiko men's digital wrist watch.
Lost Jan. 19, man's locker room
Rec. center. Large reward. Call
(•IS) «77 6222 collect. Will

atKHH, fttevttttom.

He said OEA state officials plan to discuss proposed
cuts with representatives of its 200 full-time
employees.

Silver bracelet found Sunday on
Trouo SI. Call Denlse at 3H-«Ol.
Found let black kitten wearing a
red collar with llngle bells.
Found near WBGU TV
Call
35*1743.

WANT TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON IN THE WORLD?

Lost! 20 Inch gold necklace In Itti
St. vicinity. Reward of S7S. Call
Jeff 3M 3179.

LOOK THESE COURSES OVER!

ROSES ARE RID
VIOLETS ARC BLUE
SAY I LOVE YOU
THRU THE BO NEWSI

Helen- lust a little something to
let you know I'm thinking about
you on Valentine's Day. I will
count the days until you return
home. Love a, miss you. Bob.
GLAMOUR MAGAZINE a
JACOBSON'S Of TOLEDO
WILL PRESENT AN OUTSTANDING FASHION SHOW WED.
PBS. II, 1:10 am. FOR
DETAILS, SEE AO IN TODAY'S
■O HEWS,
The Fabulous Frequency Finder
Is coming to Offenheuer East
sometime today. Keep your radio
tuned to the AM that Isn't.
WFAL.

—

WESTERN EUROPEAN POLITICS

POLS 3W:

GOVERNMENT

POLS 372:

CONTEMPORARY WORLD POLITICS

I

-

KRAUTER

POLITICS OF SOVIET UNION

-

SHUCK

POLS 123:

COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

POLS 452:

POLITICAL VIOLENCE

POLS 470i

SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

POLS 171:

ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

POLS 571:

SEMINAR

S

REVOLUTION

Helpl Ride needed to NYC.
Baltimore or Washington, DC

- TWRF - 11:30
-

BALLIS

-

MR"

- 2:30-1:30

- MTRF - 12:30

- J.

MERRIAM

arm-any weekend. Will help pay
gas & share driving. Pam

Htiia

- MTRF - 12:30

- Kocis - TR - 2:30-1:30
SERVICES OFFEBEO

-

BALLIS

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

_

- M*f - 5:30-7:30

-

-

BRAVEBOY-WAGNER

BRAVEBOY-WAGNER

- MW - 2:30-1:30

- T - 5:30-9:30

—.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

February 11,12,13

44% off

Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs. Bring Us Your
Reports, Indexes, Manuals.
Forms, Programs. Bulletins and
Resumes. 41 Type Paces
Available. Call The Finland*
Trader Newspaper: 151 153*
BERNIE'S

WRECKER

vice, in a.

COURT ST. BOWL

INO GREEN
CALL
AFTER s:M 449-5*11.

5EB

152 »Mt

Want something special for someone special? Personal por
traits or posters any subject.
Very reasonable rates. Call Mike

Larry Mt-W,
Pregnancy Aid a Understanding.
EMPA. 352 5151 I 217-4439

1HSHL

Save! Italian 14 KTgold
jewelry, a manufacturer's
stock for men and ladies

1354.00 Weekly Ouaranteed.
Work 9 hours dally at home
(1171.00 for one hour dally). Free
brochure. W.P.B. 175 Harrison
AY*. MY Wv-rnyvs,
Birth control, test for
VD, early abortion
Medical Services.

Ohio <»15.
pregnancy,
at Toledo
Call (419)

va-im- for tn tPBt,

PBRSOHALS
UAO Is looking for card dealers
for their Mardl Oras Casino.
Anyone Interested can call the
Mardl Oras Hotline 172 MM. The
Madhatter Mardl Gras Is com

Rush to Lasalle s! For three days only, you can choose from an entire
stock of manufacturer's collection of chains, bracelets, charms, and earuigs, all 14 KT gold. Styles include those for men and women! Buy now
and save for Valentine gift giving, go ahead and treat yourself too! Hurry
to take advantage of a giant 4# savings, and see all the beautiful designs.

No snow for skiing, so why not
roller skaiei I Wntr. Rates si/hr.
DJ Shoos. Inc.
We buy gold a sllverl Wooeter
Baiaar, US a. Wooster 352 7400.
WHO'S VOUR VALENTINE?
PLACE AN AD FOR SOMEONE
SPECIAL ON THE "BO NEWS
VALENTINE
PAORI"
DEADLINE IS FEB. MTH, 4 9*
PM. ONLY 51.9*1 HURRY!

PLUS THESE
OPENING SPECIALS
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
Serpentine Bracelet, regularly $46
Serpentine Necklace, 15", regularly $68
Serpentine Necklace, 18", reglarly $80

"your little kid" Ellen.

Are you having problems as to
what to get that special valentine? How about a singing
telegram? Order then In the
Union Foyer Monday a Tuesday
between 10-3. Any questions, call
Pat Forrev at 3ST27et.
Phi Mu swimmers: Kelly. Julie.
Kim. Cathy, Janet, Pally, Colleen, a Marl- get set for the Anchor Splash Saturday I Love,
vour Phi Mu sisters.
Hey DZ's. ere you ready for the
retreat? Well grab a sleeping bag
a get ready for times that can't
b*_b**J,
Mel. Congrats on going active
Alpha XI. we're proud a we love
you I Poets IBr Is.
Lll Barb, remember- ours Is the
family of good taste, good looks a
KCs- The Brothers ot SAE are
looking forward to a great tea
tonloht.
Brands The DZ's wish you a
Happy Buwanda Week. And
many more??
Phi Taus, get psyched for Friday
night We're looking forward to a
super teal Love. The Phi Mu*.
Congratulation*. Phi Taus, on
your 1st place finish In the Phi
Mu racquetball tournament.
Let's make It J-ln a row with the
Anchor Splash this weekend I

$21.99
$33.99
$39.99

Monday - Thursday - Friday 9:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday - Wednesday - Saturday 9:45a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
139 S. Main, Bowling Green, Ohio
352-3565

*

Anchor Splash Is her* at last so
put on your tins I we'll be sure to
win. Get psyched ZTA's. ZBT's.
KD'S. a SAE'S. Your DG
Coaches. Keliev. Jodl a Jenny.
Gat PSYCHED
SAE SWIMMERS
WIN THE ANCHOR SPLASH.
Congratulations Jennifer Folker
for getting your Panhel Office.
We think you're the greatest.
Love. AX Ptadooa.
RRSUMB
TYPESETTING

Sfigtr,

:

,

HELP WANTED
Employment available. June
Sept
Kitchen, bartenders,
housekeeping, bike shop, dining
room, front desk. Write Iroquois
Hotel. Mecklnec Island. Mich.
4*757 for an •aea'leatfan.
SALBS REPRESENTATIVB. A
national company, the leader In
if* specialized market, has an
Immediate opening tor a college
educated self starter In the Bowl
Ing Green area Excellent opportunity for a college senior to
begin part time a work toward a
full-time career in sales or
management. Company paid
training in Dallas. Texas a
outstanding Income potential
For Interview **nd detailed
resume to Mr. Kinder, PO Box
19231. Columbus, Ohio «W39.
Married
couple
to
be
houseparents for a group home
for retarded boys, near Oak Har
bor Call
RESUME
TVPBSBTTINO
153-15]*,
volunteer to drive blind teacher
from BG to Toledo once a week
for 5:30 p.m. appointment. Call
SQjject^SJgJlCtntef ' ?4I ll*)._

M? HJt
To the "304 Club." Congrats on
your greet performance as room
mates. The Brothers.
Congratulations to Alpha Sigma
Phl'S Lll SISBBCCI ROCCO for
breaking th* record In the
women's high lump. Love, The
Lll SIS***,
Alpha Chl's. get psyched for •
great tea tonight. The time I* set,
so do not frat. th* Kappa Sigs *r<

yov Utt ttt rttt

OVERSEAS
JOBSSum
m*r/y**r round.
Europe,
Australia. S. America, Asia, Etc
All Fields, 5500-51,200 monthly
Expenses paid. Sightseeing Free
Info Writ*: IJC. Box 51 I* Cor
one Del Mar. CA. 91*15.
Applications being accepted for
secretary/receptionist a clean
Ing people VJM Temporaries
JSJJBA
»5370/Thousand for envelopes you
mail. Postage paid Free W.P.B
•75 H*rrlson Ave. B&.Z Coium
but, OtHO 41115.

Hay, Rob sindllnger. How about
a pin* with cockroach** to go?
The Rob Slndllnoer Fan Club.

zofl,
Thank* to th* PM Dans a Sigma
CM'* who made th* ZTA Formal

A MUST- CHECK SALE AT
LOCKER ROOM. N-Si PER-

"th* baM".
IFC President Elect Lante Mil
cheii a Chief Justice Elect Jeff
Seckei, congratulations on your
newly elected I.F.C. Executive
Positions Good luck during your
farm. Th* Brothers of Kappa

Advertise Your Unwanted Item
For Free In The Flatlandi
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com
mission Only II Your Item Sails
Call 353-353*. 75.000 Readen
Wejkjyj

CENT SAVINOS.

Delta Gammas and Phi Taus,
Congratulations on winning the
1st annual Phi Mu Racquetball
Tournament. Thanks to all who
participated and helped make
this a great success
Tuna Into WFAL. Sunday at 10
p.m. for an Artist Profile of IXC.
Tonight at nine- bear blest
klckoff for the DG McDonald's
Anchor Splash. Come out from
the cold and warm up with ml
Jane. Me Tartan, You Jane.
Pegllel's delivers. Warmest per-

Phi Mus, get psyched for • wild
tlm* Frld*v ins*. Th» Phi Taus.
Order that Valentine* Day carnation TODAY from 10:00- 5:00 In
Univ. Hall. Free delivery on
campus, it's your last chance, to
Congrats Wendy on going active.
what • day for ZTA HBK's Dab-

BK&

GIVE A VALBNTINB TO SO
MBONB SPBCIALI COMB TO
1*4 UNIVERSITY HALL ANO
PLACE YOUR AD ON THE "BO
NBWS VALBNTINB PAOE"!
HURRY! THE DEADLINE IS
FEB. II, 4:W P.M. ONLY Sl.MI

SAB. ZTA. a ZBT's looking for
ward to swimming a splashing
way to • victory In the Dette
Gamma Anchor Splash. Love.
Deltas.

PADDLES a LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
US B. WOOSTER.

1 F. rmte. for Wtr. a Spr. qtr.
Close to campus. Call 352 375*.

FOR SALE

ble

Betas. Chi Omega's, a Phi. Kap
pa Tau's; we are behind you all
the wey to a 1st place in the Delta
Gamma Anchor Splash tomorrow. Good Luck! Love, your
coaches.

PADDLES a LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
315 E. WOOSTER.

Rmt*. Spring '•>. 410 1/1S. Sum
mil. Own bdrm. Call Dan
3514714.

Cameron a Sue, Congratulations
on your Kappa Slg- Alpha Chi
Omega engagement. The Kappa

Congretlations Carolyn a Tom on
your DZ Alpha Slg pinning. The
Alpha Slg* wish you the bast of

quarter is a pain. But yee can
ceee, een't Mm hope. For sprint
It seen to be sprang a the
FLORIDA FLING llunjn

Your portrait In beautiful pastels
by a professional artist. Plan
ahead tor Mother's Day. Only
SS0.00. Ml 79*1.

F. rmte needed now. S77 ma a
utll. Wtr. a Spr. qtrs Call Sue
W..473,

Kenanimal: Tonight's the Night!
I hop* you're ready for a wild
time. I love you. Flsn.

CENT SAVINOS.

B*JfB**aB)»f a) sBj^pWew***' lBBl» *VovOf*SjBJ fjjr FrtW

Love. Lll' Amy a Lll' Tlml.

37X109 a MHB7I.

SAE's. Good luck at the DG An

all the ways they fix It at
Pegiiai's. Your friend. Elliabeth

SECRET
LOVE?
LET
HIM/HER KNOW- BO NEWS
VALBNTINB
FAOBII
DEADLINE MOH. IITHJ.

BIB Trudy a Big Sue
the
breakfast was good, but oh so
early. The walk was cold, but the
thought was warm. Alpha Gam

mim,

Saturday* th* night for
"Coincidental Encounter" PI
Kappa Alpha'* Blind Dat* Party.
Wining a dining a laughter a fun

A MUSI CHECK SALE AT
LOCKER ROOM. 3050 PER

Phi Mu's- gat PSYCHED for the
DO Anchor Splash Let's make It
}>n.row||

1 F. rmte for Wtr. a Spr. qtr*.
Own room In nous*. Call Lois

Martha- Irs about time! Con
grat's on your ZTA-Kappa Slg
lavallerlng to John, Did we lose a
Musketeer or gain a brother?
Lots Of love, 2 Musketeers a the
women of a Thousand Rob**,—

Dearest Robert B.. How do I love
pine? Let me count the ways-

Btnta

AX'* our breakfast was an early
date. Prank a Sneak ware really
great. Getting interviews were
fun. All our Pearls are finally
done. Our pledging time has gone
so test but we want to go active.
«t Utt AX Pledges,

The Alpha Sigs offer late congratulations to Mary I Mike on
your pi-Aloha Sla lavallerlno.

ioal
Wendy Luther: Congrats on going active In ZTA! You're the
greatest pledge ever! Love.

1 or 2 M or F rmtes for 1 bdrm.
apt. for Fall qtr Call John

Are you ready to fake the
plunge? The DG's are more than
ready for our 3rd Annual Anchor
splash. See you there I

Kehoe M2-04M,
Sound Machine has music for
every type of party. Auditions
available In our studio. Call

Kirk's
Cain
Ltvnory
it
ECOINOMICAL A COINVBNIBNTI 7*9 S. MAIN.

cm o-s t Beta's lets gat psyched
up for the Anchor Splash. The Phi
Taus.

RIDES

POLS 351:

question, make it known to us in

formation, and I thought that was
sensible."

will bo thr. by „[,

Slam*.
Happy Birthday Bob N. W* were
going to get you an XM-I, but
they war* all out. From Bert, Er-

Com* on out to vote for the bast
male bodies on campus, today
Irom 10-5. Oelta GammaMcDonald's Anchor Splash
bathing beauty contestants in the
Union Foyer. Check 'em out!
At last! A Valentine gift that does
not will or make you let. A por
trait gift certificate from
Walston Photography 3511004

Valentine Gifts: hand made, per
sonalized. red satin pillows.
sites available. Bowling Pirl
Clown Dolls & monkey dolls
choice ol colors Order early
Will ship. 449 9473

nie. Pad a Mlkav.
FOR RENT
THURSTIN APARTMENTS.
AIR CONDITIONED, FULLY

WANTBC1 F.

rmtes

needed

tor *>ll

CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY 4 LAUNDRY

1 F. rmte immed S90 * mo. Call
Cathy. Deb or Cindy. 153 5741.

FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER a FALL. 4SI
THURSTIN AVE. 351-5415.

school yr. Call 3S3U«».

M. rmte for Spr. Qtr TO mo I
•lac. Cable TV a Indoor swlmm
I no pool. Call Jim it 351015*.

3 bdrm house. Sept IS. 1/2 block!
from campus Very clean. Cat

F. rmte. Spr. Qtr. Own bdrm.
close to campus. Only US mo.
House, utll. lew. Call 35*144*.

alter 5 pm, 352 0314

1 F. to sublet apt. Spr. Qtr Will
negotiate rent. 351*990 aff*r
4i»
2 F. rmtes needed Spr Non
smokers pleas* Forrest Aprs

124 SIXTH STREET 2 bedroom)
modern apartments, fuly furnished, now renting for Fall 59*0
quarter plus electric. Please cai
NewVove Realty at 152 5143.

I F. rmte. needed! Close to cam
pus. 52*4 qtr. Includ. all utll. Call

Campus manor now renting tori
Summer Special Rates. A/C Ph
352 9302 or 353 7145 eves.

RJOBS.

AEPI Jungle Party. Fab. 14, N.E.
Commons, I p.m Go Bananas!

Seasoned hardwood lire wood, sat
truckload. 454 3719 after 7:30 pm

J524J4*.
SUMMER RMTES. NEEDEDI!
1-3 Fum. hse Cheap, own rooms
avail. 71* E. Wooster 352 0420
Helpl Need 1 rmte. for as si yr. to
live off campus. Nun-smokers
please Call Joe 171 IBM.

1 bdrm. apt*, for 4 students Near)
campus. Ph 352 7345

House avail, for Spr. Qtr.
students. 5135 per student eackj
mo plus utll Call 357 5410 alter 5
Furn effic. apt lor subls Green
view Aprs. Call Dan 354 1352 120.
mo. utll. includ.
Furn. hse. 711 nh SI. 4 F 570 moj

1 F. rmte needed to sublet apt.
for Spr. qtr. Good roommates.
Call 351 77*1.

each June IS. I9S0 June 15. 19*
John Newlove Real Estate.

F. rmte. Spr. Qtr Close to cam
pus Cheap. 35113*1.

3 bdrm

RESUME
TYPESETTING

Houses, apt* a rooms
Summer a Fall rentals
Ph 151 73*5.

151-151*.
I F. rmte. lor Spr
'ft" ■tilUHittfi

Qtr

Cheap

353 4551
turn

apt. 724 4th St.

357 2443

Apt

2

bdrms. turn,

.vti m at!

avail.

InJ
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sports
SG women
cagers win
road game

Incentive:

MAC tourney keeps teams battling

by Pat K»nn»dy
staff reporter

Incentive.
If the Mid-American Conference
race were like this last season, two
teams - Bowling Green and Toledo
- would be fighting for the championship and for a berth in the
NCAA post-season tournament
But this season, with seven teams
eligible for the first MAC basketball tournament, the incentive to
play even harder remains.
"EVERYBODY'S PLAYING for
something," BG coach John
Weinert said. '-(Miami coach) Darrell Hedric said after we beat them
(Wednesday) they have to win
three of four games to get the
home-court advantage in the first
round of the tournament.
Everybody is out to get everybody
else.
"I don't know if there's one great
team, one good team and four
average teams (in the conference).
I know there are 10 teams capable
of beating anybody."
One of those "capable" teams is
Western Michigan - the Falcons'
opponent Saturday. The Broncos
are in fourth place in the MAC with
a W conference mark and are 10-11

overall, but Weinert said he has a
concern when he plays at WMU.
"The worst defeat since I've been
in the MAC was at Western," he
said. "Even in the formidable
years we were close in losses to
Toledo and Central, but the biggest
defeats were at Western.
"NOW IF JOE (Faine, BG's
leading scorer with an average of
17.3) couldn't play (because of the
flu), it would be a real concern for
us. I look for Western to be an outand-out bear."
Faine had to miss yesterday's
practice with the flu, after scoring
16 points in the Falcons' 6441 win
over Miami to raise their record to
17-3,10-1 in the MAC.
The Broncos, led by Kenny Cunningham and his 24.5 point average
(12th best in the nation), have won
three of the last four meetings between the clubs in Kalamazoo, while
the Falcons have taken this
season's encounter, in overtime,
7045.
"We had Rosie (Barnes) on him
(Cunningham) and then we switched to Marcus (Newburn) They did a
good job on him," Weinert said.
"We don't play very well there at
Western Michigan. I don't think it's
in the players' mind, but it's in the
back of my mind."

Bowling Green will remain on the
road after Saturday, traveling to
Chicago Monday to play Loyola.
BG leads the series 24-19, but the
last seven games has been won by
the home team, including the
Falcons' 74-71 win last season.

ADA, Ohio - Bowling Green's
women's basketball team had lost
11 straight road games before last
night, as it downed Ohio Northern,
56-50, behind freshman Melissa
Chase's 23 points.
Chase hit 10 of 18 from the field
and three of four from the line,
including four straight baskets at
one stretch in the second half that
gave the Falcons, 6-J5, a 41-33 edge
with 8:46 left.
But Ohio Northern fought back to
within one, 45-44, with 4:02 left
before Chris Tuttle (who finished
with eight), Chase, and Deanne
Knoblauch all hit baskets for a 5144 lead with two and a half minutes
left.

Senior Leroy Stampley leads the
Ramblers, who have dropped two
of their five losses to DePaul, ranked number one in the nation.
Elsewhere in the MAC this
weekend, Northern Illinois travels
to Ball State, Toledo visits Kent
State, Ohio hosts Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan visits
Miami.

MAC Standings

THE POLAR Bears didn't quit
though, slicing BG's lead to 51-48,
before Chase dropped two foul
shots and Knoblauch added
another to secure the win.
Ohio Northern, 104, jumped out
to a 12-4 advantage, before BG
called time out and then outscored
ONU 12-2 to lead 16-14 on a JiU
Donaldson jumper with nine
minutes left in the half.
BG didn't trail again, although
ONU tied it before Sue Pokelsek's
bucket with 19 seconds to go gave
the Falcons a 27-25 halftime lead.
Ohio Northern out rebounded BG
42-41, as Sue Cowman topped the
Falcons with nine boards.
BG hit 39.7 percent (25 of 63),
while the Polar Bears shot 33.3
percent (20 of 60).
The Falcons travel to Western
Michigan Saturday.

MAC All Qim.s
W-L
W-L
17-3
Bowling Green
10-1
17-4
Toledo
10-1
Northern Illinois
7-4
11-9
7-14
Miami
5-6
10-11
Western Michigan 5-6
11-11
Ball State
5-7
10-10
Central Michigan 4-7
10-11
Eastern Michigan 4-7
6-15
Kent State
4-8
5-16
Ohio
2-9

DiMaggio recalls historic game
CLEVELAND (AP) - Some of the
times he's spent in Cleveland,
baseball Hall of Famer Joe DiMaggio would prefer to forget - including the night of July 17,1941.
That was the night Indians third
baseman Ken Keltner robbed the
New York Yankee outfielder of two
base hits, stopping DiMaggio's
phenomenal hitting streat at 56
games.
DiMaggio and Keltner were
reunited at a Wednesday luncheon
of the Wahoo Club, Cleveland's

baseball booster organization, attended by more than 1,100 people.
"It rained the night before,"
DiMaggio recalled of the final day
of his streak. "It rained very
heavy. I don't know how they got
the field into playing condition.
"And there's Kenny out there
playing left field," he joked, amending that to "a long third base."
"Joe never bunted," Keltner
said, explaining why he played so
deep. "Both balls were hit very
hard. They both would have been

base hits if I wasn't playing so close
to the line."
DiMaggio vividly remembers
one of the plays, with Keltner ranging into foul territory after snatching a ground ball, then throwing
hard to nip him at first base.
"If it hadn't rained the night
before, I would have beat it,"
DiMaggio said, smiling at Keltner.
DiMaggio was received enthusiastically by the crowd
Wednesday, receiving three standing ovations.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Bowling Qreen center Mike Mlday (34) looks for an open teammate agalnat Miami Wednesday In a game BQ won 64-61 at
Anderson Arena. The Falcons travel to Western Michigan tomorrow for a 2 p.m. contest.

club clips_
Bowling Green's men's club
volleyball team will host a fiveteam tournament Sunday in
Anderson Arena.

CONGRATULATIONS

ALL THIS AT ONE
RESTAURANT!

if,

Breakfast
Omelettes
23 Sandwiches
Custon Made Subs
Steak Dinners
Roast Beef Dinners!
Oven Baked Fresh Chicken

Seafood

All dinners include 23 item salad bar
and choice of 5 kinds of potatoes.
Breakfast served Mon-Sat till 12 Sunday till 5
Open Mon - Mon-Sat 7-7:30 Sunday 9-5

TO
5COTTY WILLIAMS
AND
ANDY BERNARD
ON
YOUR 2nd 6 3rd PLACE FINISHES
IN
"MR. MUSCULARITY OF OHIO"
KEEP ON PUMPING!!
THE DGSU WEIGHT CLUD

We've Got Something
Your Mother Never Told You About...
The Precision Haircut at a Discount
Come by for a special student discount card Its good
for a whole year and entitles you to 10% oft any
Command Performance service Including our precision haircut
Precision haircutting is our techryque for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows So as
it grows it doesn t lose its shape Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry
costs just $14 00 for guys or gals less 10% of course
We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and
conditioning No appointment needed, just come in
Take advantage of our offer its precisely what
you need
"^V^

jtt re am' amm
N««i to New Rlnki ot 1MO No** Mo-i

WOOPVXU MAU,

WM33

Al Mptn Entrant* ocrOM from Foa lhaotr*
Ai SW OMrOnM appoMto OfMo Ohm Trutl
(10 parent otoounl tot tC tludWnH on any
. . no oppoOTlmt* •»«< nudid' ■)

k

American Cancer Society

&

Ctmatf
Verferaunee!
TMK HAIWCUTTTNO PLAC«
coma Of aowN 11. MAW*0OWNT0WN K

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

WHAT CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE WELL?
People. Pamphlet* and Program* to Promote
Healthier Lifeitylet on a personal or group bath.

WHO CAN GO TO "THf WELL?
"Tfc* Wrll" it for you. ihr tturirntt anri u run fri
Irminni I mirrnilr Perr Hmllk (Wri.or. nnil Mucalori.

WHERE IS THE WELL?'
"Tkr Wrll" u locoirri In Hnom 220 M ihe trrmnt /In- r
aj tkr Inirrriifv Hmllk Serrim Huiliin*.

Drop in and Brume or Call: .472-OMU
FREE!

-

